
CALL FOR PAPERS 

''Land Dispute Redressal: A Plea for Reforms''. National Workshop Organised by 

Centre for Rural Studies, LBSNAA, Mussoorie on 02-03 April, 2019 

 

Land disputes are a common phenomenon in urban as well as rural India. Land disputes 

matters takes long time to resolve as no such clear mechanism is prepared or followed till 

now. Land disputes can be in many form; title dispute, boundary dispute, records/document 

dispute, possession and enjoyment related disputes etc. Due to land dispute there are millions 

of cases pending at the courts and crimes increasing day by day. Therefore, it is very essential 

to find a way to deal with land dispute. A dispute redressal mechanism should be built so that 

the common citizens will also get justice.  

 

Centre for Rural Studies, LBSNAA under the guidance of Department of Land Resources 

(DoLR), MoRD is doing continuous research on different and dynamic issues of land in 

India. On this way, the Centre is going to organize a two-day nation level workshop on land 

dispute redressal issue and invites paper/article for the intensive academic workshop from the 

Researchers and Practitioners. 

 

Major objectives of the workshop: 

 Understand different kinds of land disputes and the current practices of their redressal. 

 To understand the current practices of land dispute redressal mechanism followed by 

the States and their challenges 

 Highlight judicial and revenue related issues vis-a-vis redressal of land disputes.  

 Understand different Best practices  in the country and assess its effectiveness 

 Understand Role of technology in reducing land disputes 

 Preparation of policy suggestions which would be beneficial for DoLR and state 

governments in tackling the land disputes. 

 

Researchers and Practitioners are encouraged to send your paper/article on any of the 

following themes (but are not limited to); 

I. Overview of different land disputes (Title, Right of way, Succession/partition dispute, 

boundary dispute etc.), and their challenges  

II. Reforms required for better redressal of land disputes.  

III. Different models for redressal of land disputes. 

IV. Role of Technology and real-time integration with revenue courts and district revenue 

department for faster dispute redressal  

 

Please send your paper and short CV by March 15, 2019 to crs.lbsnaa@nic.in. The list of 

chosen participants (based on the relevance of the paper) will be announced by the last week 

of March 2019.  
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